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CORRECTIONS for the 8/7/2009 issue: 
¢ In the article “Get Ready...Vaccinate” the photographer who took the y p graf 
pictures name was misspelled. It should read Cassandra Hoisington on both 
captions. 
* In the article “Arcata Community Supported Agriculture Growing in 
Popularity” Deep Seeded Farm is listed as the only Community Supported 
Agriculture (CSA) in Arcata. Arcata Educational Farm and Redwood Roots 
Farm also partcipate in CSA 
If you have any CORRECTIONS contact us @ 
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MISSION STATEMENT 
We strive to act as a watchdog of those instituting policy 
that affects students and their surrounding communities. 
We are a newspaper for students, by students. Our goals 
are honesty, accuracy and originality in reporting. We will 
hold ourselves accountable for errors in our reporting. 
We invite all readers to participate. 
This is your newspaper. Be a part of it. 
CONTACT US 
Send Letters to the Editor, guest columns, story ideas, press releases, 
general opinions, and corrections to: Office: 707.826.3271 Fax: 
707.826.5921 Calendar: lumberjack.calendar@gmail.com. Feel free to 
stop by the office in Gist Hall Room 227 at Humboldt State University, 
| Harpst Street, Arcata, CA, 95521 
THIS IS YOUR CAMPUS. 
GET TO KNOW YOUR 
ADMINISTRATORS. 




     
Public Information Officer Paul Mann poses for a picture on 
Oct. 13, 2009 | Alex Gautreaux 
ADVERTISING 
For advertising rates or to reserve ad space, contact the Lumberjack 
Advertising Department at: 
Office: 707.826.3259 | Fax: 707.826.592| 
E-mail: LINPads@humboldt.edu 
The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association. The Lumberjack is printed on recycled paper 
and published Wednesdays during the school year. Questions regarding editorial content of the Lumberjack should be 
directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest columnists are not necessarily those of HSU. Advertising material is 
published for informational purposes and is not constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such 
commercial ventures by the Lumberjack, Associated Students, or HSU. The views and content of the Lumberjack are those of 
the author and not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is provided free of charge to all community members. 
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Applied Tech. Faces Elimination 
]. Daniel Fernandez 
For well over a decade, the Applied 
fechnology Department has been fighting 
low enrollment, the loss of three tenure 
tracked professors, allegations of misappro- 
priated funds, and a growing list of admin- 
Strators and staff calling for its elimination, 
ncluding VI irrent department chair. 
Dr. Saeed Mortaza 
lor elieve traditior 1.T. program 
( a 1¢ 1 | \/ 
it | \ 
m Oct 6 the nl rated Curriculum 
Committee (1C( 1 committee ¢ he HSt 
\cademic Senate, spol he byect 1 
ommitte isked estiol bout working 
vith College of Redwoods to integrate 
\pplied Technology, mirroring Mortazavis’ 
position of the program not belonging 
HSU’s campus 
Viisunderstandings 
wl Stancil, an Applied Technology 
‘cturer at HSU and electronic engineering 
iche 5 { ibrillo Communit 
ollege, said people don’t understand what 
tudents learn in the major. “We’re a bridge 
yetween the |community college and the pro- 
1] 
essional worid} 
Applied technology. part engineering, 
oOusiness, construction, metallurgy, and ma- 
chining. It’s designed to prepare students for 
technical and/or management-oriented pro 
fessions, with more and more emphasis now 
ocusing upon green building. Stancil said 
me example of Applied Technology is the 
nstallation of the solar panels on top of the 
Music Building 
With classes such as Construction Law, 
Design Ergonomics, Architectural Design, 
ind Socio- Technological Thinking Processes, 
students involve themselves with the man- 
igement, Operation, maintenance, and design 
of complex technological systems, whereas 
Engineering and engineering technology are 
primarily involved with the design and instal- 
lation of these systems 
Design versus Function 
Mortazavi, who has degrees in the fields 
of economics and politics, also serves as 
chair and professor of the business adminis- 
tration. He is also president of the Academic 
Senate at HSU, which will vote on whether 
to approve the elimination of several degree 
programs, including Applied Technology. 
He said Applied Technology trains stu- 
 
become high school teachers for 
With 
fering such classes there is less demand for 
dents to 
‘ shop classes fewer high schools of- 
trained Applied Technology graduates 
\lthough he acknowledges not being an 
engineer, he would like to change Applied 
echnology to Applied Engineering, with 
ourses focusing on product design 
Regarding \pplied Engineering, 
lorta 1 said mat ngineering firms cur- 
entiy hire trained aduate:s ‘It’s the most 
narketable undergraduate degree,” he said 
0) i ADI ¢ { *CANOIOS' sraduate 
t said engineering doesn’t com- 
ine C ictical with design. “That’s what 
\pplied Technology does.” He said students 
iol ONIV learn design, Dut also tearn Now to 
uild the machine, while engineers say, “This 
now you go build it.” 
working at PA 
that specializes in ar- 
Omg tO WOFrK, 
Lovitt had been Bet Inc., 
Bay Area company 
1itectural casework and mill work for both 
the high-end residential and commercial mar- 
kets 
Cliff Jeans, general manager of P.A. Bet 
ne., said there is a lack of people coming out 
f college who have the language, the hands- 
yn experience and understanding to commu- 
\icate between the machine operators and 
computer people. “There is definitely a need 
that’s not being met,” said Jeans. 
eans said his company is currently look- 
ing for Lovitts’ replacement as assistant 
foreman. “Jason was a huge help,” he said. 
Based on the skills Lovitt brought with him, 
aid the company would love to recruit 
HSI 
leans 
another \pplied Technology student. 
Tenured Faculty 
and Low Enrollment 
One of the arguments for elimination of 
the program is consistent low-enrollment 
numbers. Richard Healy, treasurer of the 
\pplied Technology Club, points to the lack 
of leadership. ““We have no tenured or ten- 
ured-tracked faculty.” 
Mortazavi said the department had two 
very good tenured-tracked professors, Jamie 
Russell and Cyrus Raoufi, who put forth very 
good proposals to take the program toward 
mechanical engineering. “It was too expen- 
sive to implement,” said Mortazavi. The pro- 
fessors left for personal reasons, he said. 
Healy believes not enough was done. “It’s 
the administration’s job to retain people,” he 
said, adding that the last three tenured-track 
instructors didn’t have an applied technology 
background, but rather economics and me- 
chanical engineering. 
Mortazavi goes on to say the reason for 
the current lack of tenured faculty is because 
“the Provost had decided HSU was not to 
  
 4   
Senior applied technology and construction management major Justin Thorne shows off a 
hydraulic flooring unit intended to heat concrete floors. lt was built by applied tech students last 
invest in faculty until we knew Applied 
Technology was still going to be around.” 
While the 
debate, students can still read about HSU’s 
administration continues to 
last tenure-tracked professor on the HSU’s 
Applied Technology Web site, which has not 
been changed yet and still reads ‘Dr. Jamie 
Russell and his students design innovative 
products that solve big problems.” 
Prior to Russell and Raoufi, there was 
department chair Mark Doggett, whom many 
blame for the low-enrollment 
past years. 
Lovitt said students wrote letters to the 
dean and signed petitions to have Doggett 
dismissed and that enrollment was low for 
years because he drove students away. “He 
was a terrible teacher,” said Lovitt. 
numbers of 
semester. | Yelena Kisler 
Students 
On the railing outside of Jenkins Hall 
hangs a sagging black and white banner that 
curls at the bottom. Hidden along the bottom 
is the banners’ boast of a guarantee to poten- 
tial Applied Technology majors of a 95 per- 
cent employment rate upon graduation and 
higher salaries than the average graduate. 
Justin Thorne uses his knowledge to help 
build the future of Humboldt. The Applied 
fechnology major is doing an internship as 
the assistant project manager on.the new 
Campus Creek Apartments and he is confident 
about finding employment after graduation. 
\s he prepares tri-tip sandwiches to sell for 
the Applied Technology club, he stands up a 
little straighter as he tells how the team came 
in seventh in the nation in the Leadership in 
See ELIMINATION, page 5  
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More than Just 
Wheelchair Ramps and 
Elevators 
Classroom Access for Students 
with Disabilities 
Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc. 
Arcata Dental Office 
Cosmetic Bonding 
Wisdom Teeth 
Root Canal Treatment 
Ultrasonic Cleaning 
Mercury Free Fillings 
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound 
Emergency Care 
Oral Conscious Sedation 
New Patients We Cater to 
Welcome Cowards 




HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY ok. 
Moodle at Humboldt State University 
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TBS RA AA RCC 1057 H Street, Arcata 
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Ahron Sherman 
Imagine you're blind and have a class with a profes phased mandate, which says all campuses must mec 
or who turns her back to the class while she lectures Universal Design standards no later than 2012 
She writes notes on the board you have no use for be- HSU Faculty Coordinator Tasha Souza said there a 
cause you can’t see. Plus you can’t hear half the things — three basic elements of Universal Design for Learnin 
she says every time she turns her back. Unknowingly, One, information is represented in a variety of way 
the professor denies you access to her classroom cluding PowerPoint, Moodle, videos with captions and 
Universal Design for Learning is a set of principles screen readers. Two, students are engaged in differet 
HSU faculty use to make classes accessible to all students — ways, such as discussions, presentations and group wot 
with disabilitie The de Three, students have mu 
sign 1S proactive as it seeks tiple opportunitic 
) ylutior to potent H ae rece what thev’ve lea ut solution potential According to the Association of press what ve leat 
nroblems n iccessibility , ' m re This mean Win tud 
| | Higher Education and Disability, 
without calling attention to : ; : more um 
students’ disabilities. It ad- Ter 1 Bry rr conceptual ent types of tests, and e 
| »SSes b tl SV holog | fi k f d H ‘ rid E ke-hon 7 Ol onen-boo dress¢ o h psycnologicai ramewor or esigning a take me p -l 
and physiological need , : - - sts Teer ~ developing inclusive environments. ee | 
There are 420 students : ; Business idministra 
iad chennai jac More information can be found at kien amie leninihiee’ hes 
GisaDilithes 1S- ( Mayor yen Cr EL hnoma 
tered with HSU’s Student http://www.ahead.org. is legally blind. She m 
Disability Resource about campus. with he 
Center, said Director Kevin guide dog Coleman a few 
‘ales Find out more about the 
rien. One of the cen- , Pay i steps in front of het In th 
ter’s main goals is the pro- Accessible Technology Initiative at past she said some prof 
motion of self-advocacy for http://www.calstate.edu/accessibility. sors were insensitive to het 
its students, which. starts disability. One profess 
with accessible classrooms pointed out her blindness in 
said O’Brien. Although this front of class, she said. 
may conjure images of wheelchair ramps and over-sized lhomas has always been blind, so she said it didn’t 
desks, teaching materials and methods play large roles — bother her much. But not all students with disabilities 
as well. are that secure. She said behavior like that can really hurt 
In 2004 the California State University Chancellor 
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ELIMINATION continued from page 3 
Energy and Environmental Design competition, beating 
UC Berkeley and Chico 
rhe competition was created to broaden environ- 
mental education in the building professions within 
the university system, empowering students and young 
professionals to become future leaders within the green 
building movement 
\pplied Technology major Jeremy Knapek is a trans- 
fer student from College of the Redwoods who grew up 
in Eureka, lives in Fortuna and had to do a search for his 
major on the CSU Web site only to find it at Humboldt 
had it here,” he said ‘| didn’t even know the’ 
Knapek understands that HSU gears itself toward the 
its and the arts are important to culture, but the pro- 
‘rams don’t help the economy. “We go out ind build 
things, warehouses. roads, machines.” he said. “That’s 
what's going to rebuild the economy.” He adds that art 
majors often have a hard time finding employment after 
graduation 
Garth Miller, class of °82 Applied Technology grad 
and owner of Garth Miller Studios in Ukiah, said he uses 
his technical education every day in conducting his busi- 
ness. He quickly gained self-employment with the skills 
ind information learned from the program prior to open- 
ing his studio 
He believes that manufacturing is a critical aspect in 
maintaining a strong economy. “I strongly feel that the 
program needs to be recognized for the important contri- 
bution it can make¢ 
|. Daniel Fernandez may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
ACCESS continued from previous page 
> feelings. SOTHCONC difference, said Souza reached for comment in time for 
Thomas is pleased with het The implementation of Universal deadline. 
professors this semester. She said Design for Learning not cheap Professors who face their classes 
professors spoke to | ibout her Souza said she had grant support when they speak, pay attention to 
disability when the semester start- when she started. But the money _ their students and represent lessons 
ed. They frequently ask follow-up is gone, and not all classes meet ina variety of ways apply Universal 
questions regarding the effective- Universal Design standards. The Design for Learning even if they 
f their lessons a Il. Ther program needs more money to make — don’t know it. Although more money 
an open dialogue that allows pri classes fully accessible. Forexample, — is needed to finish the job, professors 
ors to adapt to Thoma eeds caption writing is an extensive and who do the little things grant greater 
Ime ile al ng them expensive process. Souza said when access to their classrooms and the 
the groundwork eded { fu she asks the administration for more — lessons they offer for all students. 
ure lesson plans. “I think it’s money it responds by saying, “These 
derate.of them to follow-up we difficult times.” Ahron Sherman may be contacted 
Thon Administration could not be at thejack@humboldt.edu 
English major Louis Ropiak 
| ra I ifter he 
( | irs ago 
| ha ‘as efore his in A N N U A LL 
uch | ( it take 
ie Ges FACTORY 
inderstand things than it used to 
id Ropiak. 
give him trouble, 
ind some professors don’t always 
understand or care. But professors 
who post their lessons on Moodle 
are helpful, said Ropiak. It shows 
that they’re aware that not all stu- 
dents retain information on the first 
take. “Education for people with 
disabilities helps them get out of 
hopeless and helpless situations,” 
said Ropiak. “I don’t feel.stigma- 
tized here; school is everything to 
mee 
Professors who design their 
classes with the principles of 
Universal Design lower the chanc- 
es that theyll need to make ac- 
commodations for students with 
disabilities during the school year, 
said Souza. Currently, 250 faculty 
members are trained in Universal 
Design for Learning. 
In a study of classes at HSU that 
feature Universal Design, Souza 
said the results showed promise. 
Although the sample was limited,   classes showed a greater retention 
of students with disabilities as well 
as higher GPAs. But it’s still hard to 
tell if Universal Design is making a 
Saturday Oct.17 8am - 6pm 
Sunday 
Arcata Community Center 
321 Community Parkway (across from HealthSPORT) 
From Hwy. 101 exit at Samoa Blvd., drive east toward 
Sunny Brae. At first traffic circle follow Union Street, then 
take the first left to 321 Community Parkway. 
Wide variety of Fire and Light 
locally made recycled glassware, 
including our new Seagrass bow! collection, 
and many unique items available only 




Oct.18 9am - 3pm 
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-Thurs. Oct 1st -Passion Presents: Eoto 
-Fri. Oct 2nd Eric Levy’s Love Lounge Feat. Alan Hertz(Former Garaj 
Mahal Drummer) 
-Sat. Oct 3rd RedWood Curtin Circus & Burlesque show 
-Tues Oct 6th Passion Presents: Karl Denson’s Tiny Universe 
Thurs. Oct 8th Red Fox Presents: Spearit-- (Reqgae/Hip Hop from Utah) 
Wsq's 
-Fri. Oct 9th The Miricle Show 
-Sat Oct10th Dj Red & Gerber Old School Jamz Night. 
-Tues. Oct 13th Passion Presents:ZACH GILL and KYLE HOLLINGS- 
WORTH 
Fri. Oct 16th Jus’ Cuz Presents: Kraddy More TBA 
-Sat. Oct 17th Thats How We Roll Presents .--VAST AIRE,Double AB, 
AFRO CLASSICS,IVAN IVES wsg-D.W.1.+ tba 
Sun Oct 18th Bonus presents: swollen members and souls mischief 
Thurs. Oct 22nd Dubliminal OverTones (Dub Step @ The Fox) 
Fri Oct 23rd Passion Presents: Assembly of Dust and Emmitt-Nershi 
Band 
-Sat Oct 24th Bayonics (Big Bay Area Sound) wsg/ Acid Jazz Experi- 
ment 
-Sun Oct 25 Passion Presents: The official Umphreys McGee After-Party 
-Wed Oct 28th Passion Presents: Albino (Full Star Wars Costume) & The 
Pimps of Joy Time 
Thur Oct 29 DanceHall Night With RudeLion Sound 
-Friday Oct 30th ExaSkeleton,Dj Babel (MIA 
Co.),Grasshoppa, Touch,Edgie A Drum & Bass Masquerade. 
-Sat Oct 31st Halloween Bash w/Ponche (Latin Red Hot Salsa) & DJ King  
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* National Organization 
of Marijuana Laws 
* National College for the 
Defense of Drunk Drivers 
* California Association 
of Criminal Justice 
* Deuce Defenders 
Certified Field Sobriety Instructor 
« Certified Breath Test Instructor 
Analysis     
www.duimanny.com 
email: mdesq@sbcglobal.net 
Satellites Impact Moon 
Fickle Hill Observatory 
Hosts Researchers 
Melissa Hutsell 
after 4+ a.m. when re 
NASA 
were 
It was just 
searchers from along with 
other professionals scattered 
every 250 miles from Canada to 
Guatemala hoping to witness a first 
HS| Hill 
Observatory was lucky enough to be 
in space history ’s Fickle 
host for some researchers to watch 
the event this past Friday morning 
NASA's 
pacted the moon in hopes of 
LCROSS mission im 
confirming the existence of 
what scientists believe to 
water. Allan Mever, 




Hill of the team on 
this past week. He said the 
first spacecraft rocket im- 
pacted the south pole of the 
moon at 4:30 a.m. The sec- 




Kornreich said that 
to the cr 
lhe space crafts, which were 
at $79 million, 
ing al 
“The 
lent to a bus traveling 




arate of 590 miles 
hrst impact IS the eC 
aters on the moon’s surface 
valued 
hit the surface travel- 
per hour 
juiva 
at the speed of 
second 
traveling just as fast, but 
of a suitcase.” NASA sci 
still interpreting the data 





he will g 
images to bring out 
a nice picture and 
some 
Needless to ay, science has come 
| 




ybyec iS, Io 
lt date 
careece, 
the equivalent to a bus 
traveling at the speed ofa 
bullet. The second impact 
is traveling just as fast, but 










researchers will be able to 
tell if there is ice in the debris and 
dust that was thrown up from by the 
impact. He also said that the site of 
the crash can’t be seen with a typi 
cal telescope and would be tiny next 
 
from the LCROSS mission and can- 
not come to a conclusion until it is 
all processed. Tim Brothers, an MI] 
student and part of the research time 
at Fickle Hill Obsery atory, remains 
reap tne 
only way to create 
In fact 
crops 
ention of the 
the scientific 
universe and celestial 
the oldest science there is 
to the davs of anciel 
Mesopotami 









and Einstein’s theory 
of relativity are alla 
tronomical advance 
Since the begu 
ning ofl griculture 
there has been a need 
for calendars so that 
farmers knew when 
to plant and when to 
Astronomy 1s the 
a calendar 
the United Nations 
See MOON, page 8 
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Couples Dream Housing 
Project Springs to Life 
  
  











map illustrates the area where Peggy and Roger Pryor plan to build an affordable and sustainable community. 
Jennifer McElory 
Nn dab ISI OLTaM The 
i eacnin mt yer Pryor said he would lik Pryors plan to sell the other units 
v to walk. It 1 place where’ to fill the housing units with stu slightly below market value. “We're 
\ le iOdie lat ech¢ dents, retired people, families, and using money ina way by keeping the 
throughout the forest. It 1 place the whole range of demograph- prices low,” said Peggy Pryor. “We 
hat could be your home in the not We want a little village,” said vant them to be as affordable as we 
so-distant future Peggy Pryor can make them without losing our 
This place is 24 acres of third 
generation redwood forest located 
behind apartment complexes and 
houses on Ridge Road 
rhe Pryors especially Peggy 
who grew up in Fortuna, want 
Trillium Creek to be an aftordable 
shirts.” 
They plan to maximize green 
building opportunities by including 
solar power, smaller house 
otf of LK Wood halt 
a mile north of HSI 66 
For Roger and Peggy 
Pryor it 1s a vision fi- 
nally coming to life. In 
2005, they bought the 
property and hoped to 
build an environmen- 
tally conscious neigh- 
borhood and a thriving 
solar community 
“People buy what 
they need, and what we 
need is this communi 
ty,” said Peggy Pryor. 
Spending the last 
four years working with 
i went to all the 
city council meetings 
and everything was 
sugarcoated. Everything 
was said to be green and 
solar, but to do that they 
will have to top a lot of 
redwood trees. 
it will be interesting. 
-Teresa Ruiz CSU public affairs 
sizes (less resources used 
in building, heating and 
maintaining), and a com- 
munity garden. 
Steve Jacobs, who 
owns a house as well as 
two apartment complexes 
close to the site, sees the 
project going well. “My 
main concerns are parking 
and entering and exiting 
safely,” he said. “As long 
as that happens I think it 
9 5 will be a positive thing for 
the neighborhood.” 
Another concern 
Jacobs initially had is wa- 
the city, a plan was h- 
nally approved on March 4 to devel- 
op eight housing units spread ovet 
eight acres. The other 17 will remain 
protected as a natural reserve due to 
\rcata’s land use code. Development 
could start as early ‘as spring. The 
project could be finished sometime 
around April 2011. It all depends on 
when the Pryor’s find enough people 
and sustainable community. They 
want people who want to live there 
long term. Instead of having off-site 
landlords, the Pryor’s would like the 
owners to be residents. ‘We want 
owner occupied residents” Roger 
Pryor said. 
The plan includes two units 
that would fall under the city’s 
ter runoff, though he felt it 
was addressed in the plans. “If any 
body is going to develop up there | 
want it to be them,” he said. “They 
are really green.” 
Lisa Robinson, who lives within 
50 feet of the development site, was 
not as optimistic. “IT went to all the 



























WORK INJURIES * AUTO ACCIDENTS 
LOWER BACK PAIN * HEADACHES 
MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED 
10% Off Cash Price For Students 
eA NR) Wiel 1e) Vaal ele oe 
9A.M. TO NOON 
Now ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS 
We Can Help You 
Dr. Bill Wennerholm, D.C. 
1225 Central Avenue #2 
McKinleyville (707)-839-4344 
Northcoast Horticulture Supply 
Service. Selection. Solutions. 
Fortuna 
357 Main st. 
107 725 5550 
Eureka 
60 W 4th st. 
just south of the Co-op 
707 444 9999 
Tel SnCu 
1580 Nursery wy. 
PSG erate Ce 
707 839 9998  
HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING 
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM 







your take-out or dine-in order! 
the Plaza... 4 HI 
761 8th St. 3 
On the Arcata Plaza PLOZA 





*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please 
Bring this ad and get 
























































































      
         
      
   Organic Cotton Towels 
Fluffy, over-sized, spa-ready, wrap-a-round towels made of 
A i 
PS 100% Cotton, available in colors. Beach towels too! 
4 Imported from England. 
p>) 
Be 
     
    
  
  
1031 H St. * Arcata * 822-3450 
www.bubbles-arcata.com Open 7 Days 




4 GREEN LIVING ¥ 
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J _-Ricos ‘Taces- 
f = as Taqueria 
a ~T! 686 F Street, Suite D, Ageata CA 9552 | 
Now Open Sundays 
Monday - Sunday 
9AM - 9PM 
Family Atmosphere   
Dine [n or Carry Out 
Breakfast Menu 






Chile Relleno oy 
x 
686 F Street (by Safeway) 9 
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MOON continued from page 6 
named 2009 the Year of Astronomy. This global event 
intends to celebrate the cultural and scientific contribu- 
tions that Astronomy has made. This year also marks the 
400th anniversary of Galileo’s first observations w ith the 
telescope; a huge landmark in history and science 
lhe researching team was also searching through the 
| . des 
telescope for an occultation of a Kuiper (kie-per) Belt 
 
   
tell if they found anything in 
observations right 
While 
sure they didn’t catch 
their 
away they are 
the occultation with 
    
   
their telescopes, it 
is possible that the 
Asteroid. The asteroid is caught in the rotation of an cameras c
aught 
outer belt beyond Neptune somet
hing else 
Occultation OCCUTS ynen the wswteroia C
on > GR Brothers said 
enou | 1 star to ca € {oO nnea ) \ the « mera took 
ments. | r been obse ( ) lt napshot ev- 
the first ) oO five miulli- 
stat ‘conds. That’s 
Not n ?. 000 pictures 
the Kuiper B | nute. These 
992. When th ul hots appear on 
disappea ht. 1 ymputer screen 
1 Trac ad it l i re tne n see the 
tiol h i ! the moon 
ray} ere t I footage 1s pro- 
fron d 1 ( 1S ¢ sed for results, they will just 
it can give astron have to keep their fingers crossed. “It 
ize of the asteroid. comp | ‘ ne e the first observatory 
Brother and Meyers huddled around their equy | Kornreich 
until the early hours of the chilly Friday m 
ane Rp Melissa Hutsell may be contacted 
the events in the dome telescope. They were unable to at thejack@humboldt 
HOUSING continued from page 7 
city council meetings and every opment-site. Community oppositio1 something a lot more en\ 
thing was sugarcoated,” she said and liability issues canned that plan tally destructive going on 
“Everything was said to be green 
and solar, but to do that they will ing, which was scratched tn favor of 
have to top a lot of redwood trees. It 
will be interesting.” 
nior who recently Because of people like Robinson 
and Arcata’s concerns, the original lacob’s 
designs were scaled back. One issue _ the project as inte 
was a proposed trail going into the is pretty pro] | 
community forest from the devel 
Another issue was 
having an extra housing unit. 
Bekha Kaas-Lent, an English se- 
moved into one of 
apartment complexes, saw 
resting. “I think it 
doing that, there would probably be 
a common build For Roger Pryor, the pt 
it was approved in March 
meet everyone's concerns. “As to 
this development the way it 
don’t think anybody was rea 
mantly opposed to it. Peop 
generally receptive 2 
cool, because if they weren't 
Nels Ferre may be contact 
at thejack@humboldt.edu 
Our Superior Local Service 
Make All The Difference! 
Wake Us Your Center For 
° Toner 
2825 F Street - Eureka 
443-3158 + Fax: 443-0547   
» Save $2.00 : 
a ) 13es Over $20 § 
°Ink, Paper, Supplies! 
a 
117 Yr) 
: ig s 
We’ve got the office products you need at competitive prices! 




833 H Street - Arcata 
822-0527 - Fax: 822-0546 
j Free delivery from Trindad to Scotia...No Minimum Order! 
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= a ee yu Rae 6) Hours . Students are part of the 5 
K ily 2 1 Bp | 
a fami al # Sat & Sun 
Zs S 4-9 
a # TT 
; : On the Menu: 
2 e 1 503 Stardust Combo 
RB 4 111 Redwood Roll = 4pc California roll 
% ® 112 Rainbow Roll = 4P¢ Shrimp roll 
e a | 113 Dragon Roll 4pc Tuna maki | 
" on {3 ; rf) Ince * | 501 House Special “P° S#'mor mak 
« a | Combo 708 Tempura Prawn Roll | 
= Proudly featuring local and organic ® Ape Calitora rat 709 Spider Roll | 
# in gre dients' Bi dda | deity ‘eiral Fa 710 Tempura Yam Roll | 
® ; . re) a 4pc salmon roll Aa Klamath Ran a = ‘Best view ofthe Plaza! GUE! a B02 Séaside Combe 713 Firecracker "il 
@ Be sure to redeem the ticket below for your permanent Student Relief Coupon! @ | 8d Tunal mes hes    
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This is your ticket to Student Relief! iM | de 
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  rie      Come on down Mon-Fri from Noon to 7pm ® & 
= apmiroxE to receive 25% off all food items, apm ove 
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: (Come Celebrate | 
FOOD and BEVERAGES 6; » <- =f 
Starting October 19th % 
Local Choices Local Products 
    





HSU DEPOT Only 
Expires 10-22-09 
eT aire R Tela UT Nar 
S06 ad hs er org ee Dep ot" 
4 Vegetarian Dishes & Salad Bar g ae i 
ww fumn U B oe Z x saa pey 
Pizza 
! 
Go To losbagels.com to buy el whee 
Care Packages and Gift Certificates Humboldt Bay Coffee 
for your favorite HSU student! Bone per customer [ 
Present Coupon 
   
FREE     
  
at Depot Cashier i 
Ways To Pay: J Points * C Card* Cash « Checks * Credit H icxpires 10-22-09 




ust Look: Up 
Melissa Hutsell 
 
The Astronomers of Humboldt, a local group « donated the Fickle )} amateur astronomer! 
Hill Observatory to HSU in the late 60s. The observatory has a 16-inch dome telescope with 
1 rotating roof, a 14-inch telescope, ind half a dozen eight-inch telescopes for students to 
Kevin Simonson, a cellular molecular biology senior, loves his Descriptive Astronomy 
class. He said he is not taking it for any requirements, just the opportunity to learn about the 
tars and visit the observatory 
Other people are doing homework and we are here looking at the stars,” said Simonson 
r, David Kornreich. “He makes it reall 
passion. He! intelligent 
ut | favorite part of the course 1 the profe 
  
r rrir ; f f 41d) § J ! nan astronomer since he was four years 
tha 1 telescope. Kornreich said his mother 
th unanswered questions. Kornreich crossed 
nding the a r. “I was pretty much 
. ro} e PI IC 
) { | ind ha teachi! 4 
( 1G 1) e 
ry 
¢ st j } t 
e can provide 
br (rt t ith 
h j ed high betwee! 
I}? I } R Ve e located 
I (jr e If 
kr ( her away it 1s from 
tk I dary p r v 
Tt r rva pge Cesc e 
approximately | 5-feet je where tt tudents observe using their telescopes. Tips of the 
redwoods tower overhead and reach 1 ard tt KY Kk e etimes 
get in the way of obsers 
Students interested in + yOServalory r are interested 
class can contact he Astronomy Club on campus or David Kornr h. J [ 
requisite for the cla and it satisf 1 lower-d n general education requirement 
When asked what their favorit im? oF th 4 Wa iT nsor 450 Just r 





Directions,to the Fickle Hill Observatory from LK Wood 
Boulevard. G6 left'on 14th Street, turn. right on Union 
Street, take the third l@ft6nto 11th Street, * 
Bayview Street Takethe first left onto F 
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and other Halloween 






’ AB. Ele, 
The pumpkin patch at Warren Creek Farms in the bottoms by Mad River beach is nestled among a field of sunflowers.| 
Follow the orange signs leading down Mad Rivet 
Road toward the beach to the pumpkin decorations that 
stand five-feet high and you are find Warren sure to 
Creek Farm. Carved Jack-O-Lanterns and tombstones 
that read, “Jane Smith, Attorney. The defense rests 
zuide the path to the corn maze and fi\ 
paten 
From doorsteps to dinner tables, it i 
without a 
veeks away 
ou need to prepare and enjoy the holiday 
season pumpkin. Halloween is « 
and local family-run farms offer 
For the past ten years, the Giuntoli famil 
welcomed community members and families who 
wished to celebrate Halloween and the beginning of 
1utumn by picking out their own pumpkins 
rla Giuntol 
idding to the s 
Derrick Ray, a 
“The maze 
\lthough Ray said he 
dan experience trying to 
recommends the maze for college students 
is extremely fun and exciting.’ 
wasn t scared, he said it was 
find his way through the dark crops. He said going 
with friends makes it more entertaining. “I’m definitely 
going back this year,” said Ray 
Christie’s 
i 






The word “pumpkin’ originates from the 
Greek words for “large melon,” though they 
come in all sizes. Pumpkins have become the 
most recognized symbol for Halloween, On 
average the fruit takes ypproximately six Highway 
S months to grow from planting in spring to 299. Th 




eed ys 7 a es   x % yh Y — . ‘ ’ \ > re k mick ey oP. ove, eS 
Allyson Riggs 
offers free hayrides on their tractors for everybody. 
Guests can take a hayride down to the pumpkin patch 
to pick out their ideal pumpkin, whether that is white, 
bright Orange, large, small, or medium in size. Bright 
llow sunflowers drape over the path as the hayride 
vinds through corn stocks to the patch 
here are approximately 500 rows in the patch of 
pumpkins covering the landscape. Julie Christie said the 
biggest pumpkins in the patches are the Atlantic Giants. 
Sometimes the can weight 250 to 300 pounds each 
and have to be pulled out by the tractor,” she said. 
With the help of Blue Lake Casino, the Christie 
Ranch offers free pumpkins to all elementary classes 
that come to the patch. The Christies said last year the 
ranch hosted more than three thousand visitors. They 
ran out of pumpkins during the last weekend last year. 
Julie Christie said that the patch grew more this 
Visitors can purchase pumpkins for 50 cents 
ind other treats are 
s Well 
vell. Though 
welcome to enjoy the 
more fun 
tu thed and said, 
She recommends 
ron. Scheduled mazes 
tf this month. This maze 
S55 per person and free for 
ring a flashlight 
Christie’s Pumpkin Patch take the Blue 
Lake exit off 299 and turn left under the highway 
toward the big red barn. Follow the signs to the parking 
lot where pumpkins and hay barrels welcome you 
Blue Lake will also be host to The Great Pumpkin 
Event at Mad River Grange on Sunday Oct. 25 from 
noon to 4 p.m. The Mad River Grange is located at 110 
Hatchery Rd. in Blue Lake. This festival will include 
contests for the largest, ugliest, and biggest pumpkins. 
Che festival will also feature a contest for the best food 
or drink concoction using pumpkins. All entries must be 
in before 12 30 p.m. and winners will be announced at 
} p.m. Entry is free and families are welcome 
Picking out your costumes for Halloween is only 
part of the excitement. Whether you are choosing your 
own pumpkin for your porch or a pie, or in need of 
some holiday themed fun, these not so typical local 
farms have something for everyone 
Melissa Hutsell may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
Specializing in Pizza, Hot & Cold Sandwiches, 
Burgers, Authentic Philly Cheesesteakes, 
Comprehensive Vegetarian Specialties, 
Homemade Soups, Motz & Gouda Sticks. 
Full Selection of Beer, Wine & Juices. 





Rie w piece Bay 
eens moe ee 
Dine In, Take Out, Deli Trays 
Phone in your order! 
ad 
VISA 
DEDICATED TO THE HIGHEST QUALITY & STANDARDS 
OTE Ca CMA 
Silent Era Horror Films free with$5 dining & beverage 
purchase Spm to Il pm All ages Free WI-FI 
erm AL 
Mad Max with Mel Gibson at Midnight. 18+ $5 Doors 
open at | Pee ee early to place food orders 
Ayton Lm 
Koffin Kats, Brigitte Handley & The Dark 
hadows & Sawyer Family 9pm $12/$10. 21 and over 
Suaday 10/18 
For a Few Dollars More with Clint Eastwood & All 
you can eat spaghetti feed Spm & 7:30pm $4/$5 $13 for 
film & spaghetti 
LEC MLA kG 
Giant Monday Night Football 5pm Denver at San 
Diego Free all Ages 





20% student discount for 
initial exam and x-rays! 
  






    
 
    
TASCAM >> 
Computer Recording 
Mixers, Mics, Cables, e, 2% 
     
 Software & Advice... 
Brands: Tascam, Shure, 
M-Audio, Mackie, Audio 
Technica Korg, Boss, 
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Johanna/Blondie Becca Jen Michelle Sarah Aladdin 
MONDAY-Quiz night! 7pm, TUESDAY- Open jam with Ilan and Matt 
WEDNESDAY- the Dharma Dojo, THURSDAY- Open mic., all welcome! 
FRIDAY- coming soon: Fooseball Tournament 7pm 
SATURDAY- are you in a band that wants to play a 
show here?? stop by and let us know and we can 
book you for a saturday. 
Located on the corner of LK Wood and California Ave, s 
als] LO Pmer-1ah @ 7-11 ean Oe] el altele As PPee Loos} coffee 
Mon. -Thurs.: 7:30am-1 0pm, Friday 7:30am-Midnight* (*we serve food 
Saturday: 10am-Midnight, Sunday: 10am-8pm. till midnight!) 
 
   
  
     
 
 




SS Chevron — 
| Lubricants | 
1903 HEINDON RD. 
ARCATA 
Monday-Friday 8:00 am to 5:30 pm 
Call us anytime! 707.822.1975 
 
 






On Friday, psychedelic-rock 
group Datura Blues will take 
the stage at Jambalaya to play 
an anniversary show celebrating 
the band’s conception in Arcata 
10 years ago. With them will be 
Portland-based Indie band Churcl 
and local rockers Zac Institute 
The Datura Blues membership 
varies each show from as few as 
four to as many as 14, with a typica 
size of seven to eight musician 
For the show at Jambalaya, the banc 
plans on having between eight t 
musician We started it as kinc 
a SOCIO-poOlLIlh experi 
Oryan Petet 
aS Well aS percuss!l 
eroup. “We |currentl\ 
as entertainment and n 
attachment to feeling. We view 
it more as a vehicle to get int 
people’s heads and hearts.” The 
name 1s derived both from Datura 
a hallucinogenic plant that 1s usec 
in multiple religions, and Blues, the 
root of rock music 
When the group formed i 
1999, most of the members were 
HSU music students. “Most of 
us were Marching Lumberjacks 
  
  
   
     
   
Renting videos is terrific 
for keeping in shape, but 




at some point or another,” said 
Peterson Jones, who played the 
Cornet and wrote his own major 
which he described as “basically 
ethnomusicology.’ Datura Blue’s 
current core now consists O! 
Peterson Jones on guitar and 
Andrew Miller mn Da
ss 




guitar. and Davvd Yeager on drum 
  
| + Peterson Jones said some of the 
tell > idit | NT oF Crs 
satellite (aagditiona embdel 1O 
the JambDalayva lOW are O ina 
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This is the serpent. | Courtesy of 
Wikimedia Commons 












instrumentation normally include 
violins, saxophones, keyboards 
strings and horns. 
The band plays some of the 
weirdest instruments played. One 
is a serpent, the 15th Century 
predecessor to the tuba tha 
Another 
the theremin, an eiectronic 
1 
looks like a snake 
instrument consisting OT tw 
antennas that sense the positi 
1e plaver’s hands and cont: 
WC OI 
ind volume with tl 
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some Larrupin,” he said 
or three jars.” Peterson Jone 
Datura Blues, a Humboldt 
said he always brings the loca 
condiment back with him to 
Portland. The band can’t get e1 
of it, he said 
for us “It is a big show 
Peterson. “We're excited to be 
coming back.” 
Nels Ferre may be contacted at_ & 
thejack@humboldpedu 
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Who: Datura _\ x 
Blues ¥ 
Church, Zac ae 
Institute a 
When: October La 
16th at 8pm i 
Where: Jambalaya. 915 
Street, Arcata, CA. 
Cost: $6. 
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CLUB 
Allison Mayoral 
    
   
  
   
   
   
    
   
   
      
    
   
  
\lex Mitra could not dance when he first came 
to HSU. Born half Filipino and half Mexican, people 
issumed Mitra’s body could effortlessly translate music 
   
into movement. Taking a dance class at HSU was a 
start, but his involvement with the campus Salsa Club 
took his dancing skills to another level 
‘| wasn’t able to move my hips,” he said with a 
 
augh. His awkward hip movements made him want to   try harder and soak up the salsa, said Mitra, a political 
   
science senior and current president of the club. Three 
ears later, he can fluidly move his hips and perform 
quadruple spins, all thanks to the Salsa Club 
 
¢ The club began six years ago to teach salsa to 
as many people as they could. Salsa is both a genre 
A of music and dance. The music feeds the dancers’ 
f movement. The conga drums, maracas and loud brass 
; instruments set an upbeat Latin tempo. The sounds 
; originate from Cuba, but has strains from Latin 
3 ountries all over the world 
f This Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 17 and 18, the club 
osts aft ilsa vorkshop featuring professional Ray 
\ i dancers Ricardo Tellez and Tianne Frias 
Tell ind Frias competed in the 2007 ESPN World 
Championships. They rank No. 5 in the world 
Mitra studies with Tell ind | is when he tt 
I yal ul I om HS\| { 
their way up to HS| lit H ) 
Op transtorm those wi! ittend the two-da 
Ol ent. which will hopefully bring new memb O 
} upd 
Going step dy step through a routine that Tellez and 
Frias teach, the workshop will focus on the basic moves 
in salsa dancing. Working in partners, salsa brings new 
\ people together and makes the individual more aware of 
i his or her body. Mitra said once he got the hang of the 
e movement of the music he could feel his body exuding 
confidence. 
: The exotic rhythm of salsa is what drew Kiva 
: Mahoney, a 2007 HSU graduate, into the dance. She 
‘ still participates with the club when she comes to town 
f Growing up in Mexico, the Latin beats of salsa music 
surrounded her. “The music and dance called to my 
heart,” Mahoney said. “I had to learn it.” 
She hopes the workshop will, “Give ‘salseros’ 
here a chance to see a level of dance that they would 
only experience if they went to the city.” The term 
aan 
fa : ~ . . 
tee Not confined to just the university, the club hopes 
we ; ee 4 
ie to engage the local community. Every first and third 
; 






     - ' er} 
Salsa Club members Trillium Smith and Susy Arcos 
practice their moves Sunday Oct. | |.|Elizabeth Sorrell 
‘     
Friday of the month, the club hosts salsa night at 
Muddy Waters coffeehouse in Arcata. Music from Marc 
Anthony to Celia Cruz act as a soundtrack to the club’s 
nights at Muddy’s. First, Mitra and his dance partner, 
HSU student Sapphira Vaska, teach lessons from 8 to 9 
p.m 
rhe club meets every Sunday in Kinesiology 202 
from 5 to 7 p.m. No prior dance experience is needed. 
Don’t forget to wear the proper footwear. Any high 
heel will work for the ladies and Mitra’s recommends 
guys superglue moleskin to the bottom of an old pair of 
shoes. Find a shoe you can spin on and you will be just 
Dancing in flannel is acceptable but doesn’t really 
ive the same effect of showing off your salsa moves 
ina little black dress. Feel free to dig out your Sundays 
vest from the back of the closet, as there aren’t many 
piace ! iri Can wea N@n heels and a dress 1n Arcata 
Allison Mayoral may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
      
    
  
    
      
        
    
    
     
  
Two-Day WorksHO 
Oct. 17, 18 iN KINESIOLOGY 
202. 
10 a.m. TO 5 P.M. 
TICKET ARE FREE FOR HSU 
STUDENTS. 
PRE-SALE-$30 FOR THE PUBLIC. 
AT THE DOOR $40 PUBLIC, 
$25 FOR A SINGLE DAY. 
GET YOUR PRE-SALE TICKETS 
AT SALSA NIGHT AT Muppy 




Back Pain? Neck Pain? 
Headaches? ec. .4 
We Can Help ' 
‘Humboldt Back & Neck 
Pain Center 
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry 
Chiropractors 
Ask About Our 30% Student Discount 
1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA 
839-6300 
USE YOUR HEAD 
NORTHTOWN BOOKS 
957 H Street 
Arcata, CA 95521 
$2Z2~2634 
Special Orders Welcome 
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6&6 Since they're cutting 
your classes we're 
cutting you a break on 




Heidi K. Meyers Janna M. Lyon 
Coce> Cuvee 
A“ you missing your shopping back home? Come 
into Coco & Cuvée Boutique in Old Town, 
Eureka and find ALL your favorite designers!! We have 
tees and tanks under $40 and denim under $100 - We 
also carry Hudson Jeans, Paige Premium Denim, Soul 
Revival, Free People, and Juicy Couture! 
fash, (ay, 
  
© 531 3rd St. 
' Eureka Ca 
™, 95501 
j  Cococuvee Y   
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Terry Nave gets aggressive in the whitewash in the men’s shortboard finals. | Satoshi Kondo 




It’s early Saturday morning and an off-shore breeze 
blows mist into the salty air. The tide is low and the 
waves curl onto the beach reflecting orange and yellow 
hues from the rising sun. You can see the breath of the 
Surf 4 Peace volunteers as they set up Trinidad Head 
for Humboldt County’s only annual surf competition. 
By 8:30 a.m. the kegs are here and reggae music 
signals a party is on the rise. Just two hours later, there 
are 115 people on the beach ready to watch the action. 
Surf 4 Peace is a non-profit, volunteer-run surf 
competition. All proceeds from each event get donated 
to an organization chosen by the board members. This 
year the money goes to the Humboldt chapter of the 
Surfrider Foundation. “People want to give back to 
Humboldt,” said Karilily Kent, Surf 4 Peace founder 
and executive director. 
The Surfrider Foundation is a non-profit 
environmental organization dedicated to the protection 
and enhancement of the world’s waves and beaches 
through conservation, activism, research and education. 
Hobie Tillman, who competed in the longboard part 
of the competition, said it was a great day for surfing. 
‘There’s no trash on the beach. The water is clean. It’s 
fun.” 
Juliette Bohn, an HSU student finishing the 
environmental systems graduate program, volunteers 
to add up the scores given for each heat of the 
competition. “I’m here because I support what Surf 4 
Peace does,” she said. 
Kent said participating in this event is a way for 
people to help make a difference in Humboldt county 
and internationally. As the event grows, Kent wants to 
donate more money internationally. There are tribes in 
Kenya that she wants to fund through Surf 4 Peace. She 
wants to help people in the tribes learn about growing 
crops to become more sustainable. Kent has been to 50 
different countries and wants to help wherever she sees 
the need. 
There are 30 volunteers that make the Surf 4 Peace 
event happen, and 15 to 20 more show up the day of the 
event. “A lot of people just come out of the woodwork 
the day of - It’s Humboldt.” said Kent. It costs about 
$4,000 to make the contest happen. In the past, Surf 
4 Peace raised between $6,000 to $8,000 at the event. 
The organization then choose which organization 
received the remaining $2,000 to $4,000. 
Jennifer Savage, the executive director of the 
Surfrider Foundation, and a committee of four people 
decide what to do with money donated to the Humboldt 
chapter of Surfrider. Savage said the money goes to 
regular beach clean ups, infrastructure improvement 
projects, and water quality testing. 
For example, the Surfrider Foundation recently 
replaced the outdoor shower at the North Jetty and 
provided doggie pots at Moonstone beach. “At Mad 
River Beach we collected five 5-gallon buckets full 
of nails,” said Savage. The nails come from bonfires; 
people burn pallets on the beach and the nails get left 
behind. 
Longboard surfer Lori Jean said it is important to 
save our beaches. “They’re our life,” she said. ‘““Our 
earth is our mother.” 
Editor’s Note: Jennifer McElroy participated 
in the event. 
Jennifer McElroy may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
Head to our 
website, www. 
thejackonline. 
org, to see our 
video of the 
event. 
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: COME SEE OUR FULL SELECTION! 
ALULANTI OWKED AND OPERA TEDE 
IF WE DON’T HAVE IT. WE’LL ORDER IT! 
/ OS Dil Si ARCATA CA SS821 
B2Q2Q ~- ae O44 
Hours Sun.8-10, Mon.8-11, 
  
Not your typical award, iy So en a
 
_padisipiaohteadieriokeliibin) Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:3
0! 
first in the category -— *s Py THE ARCATA LIQUOR CREW PROMOTES DRINKING RESPONSIBLY 
yer sero ns — WE SELL E-CIGARETTES         Satoshi Kondo  
  
16 CULTURE THE LUMBERJACK 10-14-09 
Big decisions are being made. 
What role will you play? 
Now seeking students to fill the following leadership positions: 
Professional Studies Representative - Represents students from the College 
of Professional Studies on the Associated Students Council. 
Graduate Representative - Represents Graduate and Post-Bacalaureate 
students on the Associated Students Council. 
  
All-University Representative- Represents Undeclared and 
Interdisciplinary Studies students on the Associated Students Council. 
*To apply please bring a cover letter, resume and three references to the Associated Students Office located in the 
University Center, South Lounge. All positions on the AS Council must meet the minimum academic qualifications to 
be a student office holder. Positons open until filled. 
Step up to the mic and Meet the Decision Makers 
A yearlong town hall series featuring Administrators, Faculty, Student and 
Community Leaders and You. 
OCTOBER 22, 12 - 1 PM in the UC South Lounge 
 
Dr. Steven Butler 
Vice President for 
Student Affairs 
Dr. Butler has been the . 
ge Vice President for Student # 
Affairs since 1999. He : Police since 2004, anda 
is an alumnus of HSU, | eee te member of the UPD since 
, where he received his Ze 2000. He is an alumnus 
undergraduate degree in Political Science. As of HSU, where he received his undergraduate 
o VP for Student Affairs, Dr. Butler is responsible degree in Natural Resources Interpretation. As 
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  Mr. Dewey has been 
Humboldt State’s Chief of   
    
    
for the administration of all Student Affairs Chief of the UPD, Mr. Dewey is responsible for 
programming including Residential Life, UPD, Emergency Management, Parking, and 
». Student Health, Enrollment Management, Commuter Services. ! * 
Intercollegiate Athletics, student life and the —- 
UPD. e >) i 
4 ’ ; : ‘ me’ Associated Stude 
Come enjoy cookies, lemonade, and an open discussion ——3@aiiiewacnc 
about your life as aHumboldt State Student. _ Aelia aan 
ge BUTE ROLM lel Celar ere 0 
ap * ha 707.826.4221 
*Mark your calendars for November 5 - Meet the Decision Makers: == 3 
= Be -humboldt.edu/~hsuas 




























' THE TOWN 
Jackie L. Sugihara 
 
It is Saturday night. Creaky 
floors cover the ground of an wooden 
exhibit of North Coast artists called 
“Six Unruly Artist Paint the Town.” 
  
      
In Old Town Eureka, hidden behind 
1 fountain of twirling water, lies the 
*ntrance to the exhibit and the First 
stree J 
} ms 
( ul ll Witl 
1 ) | ISID 
m 
a T urrent exhibition in Eureka’s First Street Gallery called “Six Unruly Artists 
Seer Paint the Town” features artists from the North Coast and includes pieces 
dt it ri I US crowa by painters Fernando Ramirez (left wall), and Rebecca Glaspy (right wall). The 
\ painting n exhibition will be on display until Nov. 7. |Allyson Riggs 
) { You | 
place to right oil paintings. Glaspy said her work is about 
li yack | il MicNi ) masculinity and femininity, not necessarily male and 
mright layered colors in a mixed media approac la 
that catche yu s. McNiel teaches ar yUrses a Growing up as an athlete, Glaspy has always been 
College of the Redwoods and occasionally at HSI nterested in gender roles. “People think that feminism 
She has been painting for over 40 years. She uses i movement that is over,” said Glaspy as she points 
watercolor, acrylic, graphite and paper among othnet out that it 1s not Giaspy paints close-up VIEWS Of 
mediums famous women who are successful despite cultural 
\ section of the art spans an entire wall with three obstacles. She painted Oprah Winfrey, wearing a 
long narrow paintings that steal the show. The “Lucky bright red dress with the top of her head cut out of the 
Love” paintings are inspired by McNiel’s daughter painting. Winfrey stares down at you from above, her 
named Lucky Love and her journey to Humbold voluptuous figure barely contained in the frame of the 
County piece 
McNeil adopted Lucky Love from China. The The exhibit also includes art by Jake Mondragon, 
first painting of the series gathers inspiration from Alyse Laverne, Kelly Leal and Fernando Ramirez. Arts 
her home country. It 1s called “Lucky Love and the \live happens bi-monthly, once in Eureka and once in 
Osmanthus Tree,” and is representative of her early life \rcata. It boasts art from throughout Humboldt County. 
in China. The second painting titled, “Lucky Love in 
Jackie L. Sugihara may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
the Underground Palace” shows a Huck-Finn inspired 
girl lying on a raft passing by ornate Chinese palaces 
 MeNiel said this segment shows her daughter passing 
through the center of the world. 
he last painting, called “Lucky Love Views the : , 
eee ee ee an First Street Gallery is open 
Redwoods,” shows watercolor pinks and greens with Tuesday through aturday 
from noon to°S p.m. It is 
located at 422 First Street, 
Old Town Eureka. For 
more information call (707) 
826-3424. This exhibit runs 
in the gallery until Nov. 7, 
bicyclists crossing a bridge over flowing waters and 
majestic redwoods. This final painting is about the 
arrival of Lucky Love to Humboldt County. 
Yuma Lynch, a 24-year-old local Arcata artist, said, 
“You can feel the connection to the Humboldt piece. | 
ils when there will be an open 
house marking the end of 
the show.Admission is free 
(y ~ for all visitors. 
can see that this is where she ended her story because it 
is her home.” 
MeNiel said that along with her daughter’s story, 
the paintings are inspired by Chinese folklore, stories 
of abandonment, a symbolic moon goddess, and the      
  
Osmanthus Tree which is constantly cut down but 
% always rejuvenates. 
a At the front of the gallery, Rebecca Glaspy displays 
ih 
e 
Growing 1800 Square Feet! 
Soon to be the Premiere Music Venue on the Northcoast, 
with room for your Club Functions, Study Groups, 
Holiday Parties, etc. Reserve your dates early! 
NoW oPEN SAll2 nt NoON 
856 10th Street - Arcata - C4 
(707) 826-2739 
Uhh fed let che ps 






ae Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30 
Oct 15 - Rootstand 
Oct 16- Naomi & The Courteous 
Rudeboys, Equaleyes 
Oct 17 - Synrgy, Simpkin Project 
Oct 20 - Ryan Montbleau 
Oct 23 - Hillstomp 
Oct 24 - JUCE 
Oct 27 - Crazy Engine 
featuring Steve Kimock & Melvin Seals 
Oct 31 - Greensky Bluegrass 
Nov I - The Waybacks 
Nov 4 - Joseph Israel 
Nov 6 - MIMS, Skatterman, Raider Dave 
Nov 8 - Boris Garcia, Rubber Souldiers 
Nov 12 - The Mother Hipss 
Nov 14 - Miracle Show 





On seep DT   
Ra eee MUSE CRON OMe tect main 
PSM RID YM NCE eI Uy ras 
www.kmud.org / 923-2513/ mateel.org / 923-3368 
  
   
WNP 
: "Saturday, Oct 17th 1 p.m. 
WE NEED 
A 
Oppose the Government's 
ruinous foreign wars 
U.S. out of Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and Iraq 
   
cram CRA a itr a) 
Co STRUT enya) 
pita Gommun Rea 
Music- 8:30 






THE LUMBERJACK 10-14-09 
WHAT HISTORICAL FIGURE WOULD 
YOU GO BACK IN TIME TO BEAT THE 
CRAP OUT OF? 
  
 




‘| think | could take Hitler. He doesn’t “Truman because of the atomic “George Bush... Junior at the 
seem so big. | wouldn’t waste my ‘go bomb moment, | don’t know much about 
back in time’ card to fight somebody | -Maricruz Roman, freshman the Senior.” 
couldn't win.” Anthropology -Laura Thompson, sophomore, 
- Eric Olson, freshman, Business Biology 
Question by Nels Ferre 
   
  
    
         
      
      
    
        
      
      
      
      
     
     
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner 
8AM to Midnights 
On the Plaza 744 Sth Street 
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome 
www. thealibi.com 
   Trailer Park Mondays Two For Tuesday Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Bam to 2pm 
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs, Buy 1 Get 1 1/2 Price 
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill 5pm to 9pm 
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello Buy One Dinner Entre 
Shots, Oly Specials Get Second 1/2 Price 
Irish Pub Wednesdays Poaha Luau Thursdays 
Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops, = Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi 
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries, Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia 
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50 Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, 
cents of Irish Whiskeys Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, 
Mai Tais 
Upcoming Shows RIN Coming Soon 
; PEEP. ) thirtythreeandathirrd + Paar: sabes The Ravens (Arcata rock n’ soul) 
Mongoloid Village $5 cee nari Roadburn Records: Stone Axe 
ps +The Shankers 
Tankcrimes Records: Cannabis 
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4 Schatzi’s Hidden 
Sun-Thu 4pm Fri-Sat 6pm-2am 
Tre a S U 4 e S    






     
  
In A Box 
    
 
featuring DJ Razorburns 
Friday 
DJ Ninja Retro Dance Party DJ 
10:00pm 1:30am $3 ] C" V-HOT 
10. pm- 2am 
         
   
Every Saturday Night In Stock: 
Over 200 tapestries and wall hangings of 
both traditional and modern design! 
Humboldt’s best selection of incense! 
Amazing array of belly dancing scarves - 
   
  
pe eel di iir2 a alle) c. 707.442.0772 Office: 442.0771 www.auntymoslounge.com 
A complete set for only $35! 
A great taste of Humboldt art! 
In the Bayshore Mall in Eureka, located 
RENAISSANCE 
we sk Ree next to Zumies! 
DSL Flat Rate $25 
Dial Up Access $14.95 




$5 off for any 
purchase over $30 
    (must bring coupon, one per 
person, expires 11.31.09) 
linc mapa ncaa 
101 H Street, Suite B 
Arcata, CA 95521     
  
AUMBOLDT SItATE URGFERSETT 
HOMECOMING | 
FAMILY (1/0060 
OCTOBER 16th-28618, 2009 
   
    












/) Invite them to Homecoming 









coi T R 
rr rt 
10 a.m. Campus Tour, Admissions Center, 9 a.m.—2 p.m. Farmers’ Market, Arcata Plaza 
Student Business Services Building, HSU 11 a.m.—noon Screening of National Geographic's 
“Explorer: Climbing Redwood Giants,” 
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East 102, HSU 
Noon Campus Tour, Admissions Center, 
Student Business Services Building, HSU 
4 p.m. Lumberjack BBQ, UC Quad, HSU ($) 
6 p.m. Homecoming Football Game, Redwood Bowl, HSU ($) 
2 p.m. Campus Tour, Admissions Center, 
Student Business Services Building, HSU 
4:30 — 5:30 p.m. Family & Student Reception, 
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East 102, HSU 
5-11 p.m. Welcome to Homecoming Reception. 
Days Inn, Arcata. Appetizers compliments of 
Alumni Association, no-host cocktails 8 p.m. Symphonic Band & Jazz Orchestra. 
5~9:30 p.m. Athletics Hall of Fame Dinner Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU ($) 
Kate Buchanan Room, HSU ($) 
7:30-8:30 p.m. Screening of National 
Geographic’s “Explorer: Climbing Redwood Giants,” 
Goodwin Forum, Nelson Hall East 102, HSU 
8 p.m. French Extravaganza for Violin & Piano. 
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU ($) 
9 p.m. Post-Game Reception, Plaza Grill, 
Arcata. Appetizers compliments of Alumni 
Association, no-host cocktails 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2009 
8 a.m.—1 p.m. Brunch in the “J”, 
3rd Floor Jolly Giant Commons, HSU ($) 
More info at humboldt.edu/homecoming or call 707-826-3504 
 






It is program elimination time. Humboldt State has evaluated 
its programs, majors, minors and options and is sharpening its ax 
for the ones that aren't up to par. Applied Technology is currently 
on the chopping block. The decision to permanently terminate the 
program will be made within the next few weeks. 
But the campus is unaware of these developments in program 
elimination. Most students are not even aware the process is going 
on. 
So administrators, we ask you this; what program is next? You are 
leaving the campus behind when it comes to these eliminations. 
We think the administration should tell us (via mass email, public 
forums and open meetings) exactly why these programs need to be 
cut. There might be persuasive, valid reasons. Nevertheless, if you're 
an Applied Technology major or any other program on the block 
you deserve to know the reason your major is being cut. 
How a program falls within the university's vision is included as a 
criteria of the prioritization guidelines. Yet the Western Association 
of Schools and Colleges, which accredits the university, cited HSU 
for a lack of a universal vision 
How can you prioritize something under a vision when you lack 
that vision? 
The way prioritization is supposed to work, if your major or mi 
nor is cut you can still finish out in that given area. While this sounds 
reasonable, multiple problems arise. First, some classes within the 
program will probably be cut entirely before a student can graduate, 
robbing that student of relevant classes they need for their area of 
study. 
Second, if you graduate with a degree that got cut, how will that 
look to potential employers? They might doubt the quality of your 
education thinking your major or minor wasn’t strong enough, o1 
important enough to survive. 
Finally,a decision on some programs is supposed to happen this 
week. But how long will the process of eliminating classes carry 
out? Weeks? Months? For a student in an endangered program, they 
should know right now if they might lose certain classes so they can 
think about making the necessary adjustments in their schedules 
education and life. 
It boils down to this: We'd like more transparency in the pro- 
gram prioritization process. We want to know how it works, what 
academic programs will be eliminated right now, and the reasoning 
behind their elimination. 
When it comes to the future of our educations, it is not good 
enough to simply refer us to the prioritization report on the HSU 
web page. Talk to us. We deserve to know what is going on and why 
these decisions are being made. It’s not that hard. 
Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are determined by a majority 
of the Lumberjack editorial board. They do not necessarily express the 
opinions of the university, the Associated Students or the Department of 
Journalism and Mass Communications.    
October 14, 2009 
THEJACKONLINE.ORG 
Deranged: Not Your 
Average Joe 
loe Nicholas began riding bikes 
when he was a child, just like any 
other seven-year-old. But one day 
in high school that hobby quickly 
became his passion 
“I remember stumbling on this 
from Key 
West Florida all the way to Alaska 
cuy’s blog who went 
on his bike,” he said. “I thought 




Nicholas has not yet 
across North America, 
that idea is what got the junior 
geography Start major to giving 
free bicycle tune-ups last spring. 
What began as 7iwo Wheel Tune-up 
Tuesdays after Two 1s 
 
    
  
By Matt Drange 
Lumberjack Columnist 
university had a resource like this 
“| had 
never seen anything like this.” 
for students,” said Daniels. 
As one of a handful of volun- 
teers, Daniels spends his time keep 
ing the BL¢ Working out 
of a small utility shed, the group 
running 
runs entirely off donations. The 
money is used to purchase simple 
tools and common problem parts 
“Usually what you get are bikes 
that just need a minor tweak,” said 
Daniels. “I love seeing people walk 
in here with a broken bike and then 
watching them ride off on a fixed 
one.” 
Daniels welcomes people of all 
\ hethetr Vou 
now a popular spot fo1 
ae a 66 i love seeing people 
Lil ( ae witn ‘ 3 
ieee gabe a walk in here witha 
vatching the traffic broken bike and then 
cs)? hola “And e « 
ea ee watching them ride off 
of these bikes go by on a fixed one. 99 
1eSE Tim Daniels, Bicycle Learning 
tinal outsid 1 v( 
summet lt 1} 
, 4] 
nd the chain 
{ 7 edal stro 
\ 
WN 4 
| ] rie y 
NIC I nde a man 
tudents don’t have tl one) 
{ 
pa ) ul I} il l Cdl ) C 
NO] vhich tart around § H 
u ints to get More people Dac k 
on the road 
“The first day I worried that 
| was just going to be sitting out 
there by myself,” he said. “But sure 
enough 10 or 15 people showed up, 
and it just took off from there.” 
Working on bikes for the last 
Nicholas 
stockpile of tools that he uses to 
five years, built up a 
make a wide variety of repairs. He 
even arranged his class schedule 
around keeping the Tuesday date 
this fall. 
While his cut-off time ts usually 
< ible that doe 
1 problem that 
might take longer than 20 minute: 
» and fix it later 
“Pil help 
thing,” he said. “It’s weird, but | 
with just about any 
think | love working on bikes more 
than riding them.” 
Nicholas 
working to get people riding more. 
isn’t the only one 
lim Daniels is a volunteer for the 
Bicycle Learning Center on cam- 
pus. The sophomore Geology ma- 
jor hangs out every Friday behind 
Siemens Hall to work on people’s 
bikes. 
“I was stoked to see that the 
| 
\ 1 hard-core cyclist 
1 
OTF GO Lhave a Cil 
| mie wi \ it to t 
1 T ' } 
Lal ul do I 1 
it vel Da ik col 
j 1 | ; 
mends lookin UAC 
ind a quality used on 
\ 
YOu in 
‘ | ret og dea 





lunteer ometnl il WK-iViart O1 
| 1 tho I iSt 
\\ al t At 
meantime 
iyustnent 
gettin: our bike 
ind runni lf kept in workin 
condition, bikin ; a great 
| ound town 
You might find that parking on 
C a lot easier when npus becomes 
uu don t have to buy a permit o1 
he meter. You can just get up 
ind go - fast 
The Bi vel 
across the way jrom the Depot, and 
Learning Center is 
vou can find Joe at the corner of 
Foster and Alliance every Tuesday 
after 3, rain or shine. If vou have 
any other ways to make commuting 
around town easier, E-mail me at 
mdrange@thejackonline.org 
  






affected by cuts to higher education. Pulling over a billion 
dollars out of colleges and universities across California has 
real implications, and we’re just now starting to see the unrest 
that accompanies such drastic cuts 
| believe in fully funding the UC. CSI , and community 
THEJACKONLINE.ORG 
stuck fighting the same budget battles over and over 
again. The status quo just won’t do any longer. It’s time 
for a new direction 
easier and affordable for Let’s make it more 
Californians to obtain higher education. Let’s stop im- 
plementing enrollment caps and raising fees. This is the 
Bducation Top Priority 
| stand in support of our fellow Californians adversely 
    
   
OPINION 21 
  
to fully fund our systems of higher education. Our future eco- 
nomic prosperity depends on it. 
llege systems in this state. It will be my top priority upon wrong course of action. We need a new way of think- 
taking office to roll back these fee increases ing about providing educational opportunities. This be- 
Our state’s greatest asset is the vast concentration of hu gins with getting as many students as possible enrolled in 
1 potential that’s defined us for generations. We’ve alw post-high school education, ensuring funding for finan- 
1 land of dreamers and do cial aid programs, and making sure fees are affordable for 
However, through the tough ti | n lieve ill Californians 
tl U ir peopie, We Cal iy back to SO I h strengthening the Cal Grant system 
{ ) | ni itio1 Now ( nd ' eC ises. But money isn’t the whole 
T recommit to de lOpl ( yp C all na provide more college readiness- 
th in capital lit | Ti iblic high schools and directly 
Dust Cal \ ork raduation work oppor- 
| Cl 1in i | } | ite ) rkforce 
l 1 k and stments in 10b 
I 9 \f 
! \0'7o INCI i lob 4 4 On 1] ( isin rly 
nit fees tl ear. Ul as } Nn { { it ring. ap 
did in 1990, far outpacing inflation. Californ yroken jlied scien ind math. ( re is the ideal venue for 
1. of government leads to massive struct lef nd nstilling th | it orrow’s workfo1 
leaders have responded in recent yeat thrusting the \ PPIC report indicates California will need one mil 
ost burden onto the backs of studen lion more college graduates by 2025 than we’re on pace 
[his is unconscionable. And as your governor, I'd say it to produce. We must begin educating our workforce now. We 
acceptable and would put a stop to it cannot wait until the economy is ro iain; by then itll be 
We should be talking about preparing people for the jobs __ too late Gavin Newsom 
of the 21st century and growing a new economy, but we’re In times of great challenge, we have to renew our resolve San Francisco Mayor 
Buropean American Heritage 
European American Heritage 
lonth. Humboldt State University claims to 
mbrace diversity, to promote heritage, but if 
look at many of the text books and lis 
to what is said in the classroom, you will 
e that diversity means bashing everything 
European. It means that college students are 
subjected to this indoctrination day after day 
ind our tax dollars pay for it 
Students have repeatedly heard that 
practically everything Europeans ever did 
was bad. Everything they did exploited o1 
hurt another group. There are few heroes in 
European culture. Even the dead white men 
called the Founding Fathers were opportun- 
ists who were only concerned with preserv- 
ing their property holdings. Nothing ts said 
about their accomplishments, and if it is, they 
always accomplished what they did on the 
back of someone else. We always hear they 
owned slaves while not hearing that one of 
the reasons for the Revolutionary War was 
because the King of England wished to ex- 
tend the slave trade into America 
Let’s take the Confederate flag issue fo1 
one moment. | bring this up because the 
Confederate flag is constantly designated as 
a symbol of hate. However, Southerners hold 
that flag up as meaning something important 
to the South: Heritage. Part of that heritage 
includes having fought against Lincoln’s ille- 
gal war of aggression against the South. Itis a 
mistake to say that Lincoln was an emancipa- 
tor because no one in the north was fighting 
to free slaves while no Southerner was fight- 
ing to keep slaves, while the Emancipation 
Proclamation was empty rhetoric: It freed no 
one 
What 
has told students that the majority of white 
college professor at Humboldt 
Southerners didn’t own any slaves, that they 
were poor farmers who saw the Northern 
armies aS aggressors against their country? 
What college professor has told them they felt 
that way because they never signed onto the 
U.S. Constitution but were the Confederate 
Month 
States of America (C.S.A.), which means they 
were a separate nation? Required reading for 
college history and diversity courses should 
include “The Real Lincoln” by Economics 
Professor Thomas DiLorenzo and “The South 
Was Right!” by James Ronald Kennedy and 
Walter Donald Kennedy 
borrow these books through the inter-library 
At least students can 
system and get a dose of reality. 
Regarding illegal immigration — into 
California, we constantly hear how the “‘grin- 
gos” stole the land. After having fought a war 
with Mexico, the United States compensated 
that country. Doesn’t count? Okay, let’s go 
back further: When do we hear college profes- 
sors stating that Europeans were in America 
thousands of years ago building cities, aque- 
ducts, solar complexes, etc...? Che-na-wah 
Weitch-ah-wa, a Klamath Indian, wrote a 
book called “To the American Indian.” In this 
book, she mentioned the white people who 
lived on the Klamath called the Wa-gas who 
inhabited the whole continent long before 
The Lumberjack Sulomission Polley 
- Send submissions to: 
Opinion Editor Luke Ramseth at 
lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com 
- Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for 
e-mail submissions. 
- Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words. 
- Guest columns may not exceed 750 words. 
- All letters and columns may be edited for 
grammar and spelling. 
return contributors. 
- We reserve the right to edit profanity and 
obscenity and may hold content for any reason. 
- New contributors may be given preference over 
- Please include your name, telephone number, city 




- HSU students should provide their major and 
- We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and 
anyone. She said they were a highly moral 
and civilized people who gave the arts and 
sciences to the Native American people. Her 
book is found online. 
[here are many examples that could be 
cited, but the point is that Humboldt State 
University and many tax-supported universi- 
ties and college campuses are teaching col- 
iege students to despise European heritage. 
What sort of campus environment is created 
for white students when their ancestors, even 
their contemporaries, are painted in a bad 
light every time they turn around? What sort 
of self-esteem are they going to have? How 
does a hostile learning environment help any- 
one? If other ethnicities are being encouraged 
to celebrate their ancestral heritage and he- 
roes, then white students have the same right, 
and certainly the right to learning materials 
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Women’s Soccer B attle 
to the End 
Evan Pugh 
 
   
   
   
     
  
    
      
 
goalie. “We scored some great goals and gained a lot of 
2 we “We may only be 2-2 in the last four games,” said 
This is it. Thirty seconds is all that is left While | ider in goa \ Vint ind 
Junior midfielder Scott Mariani feels the breeze against his face as lavers sat huddled under paraboli with li 
; 
he positions himself to defend the upcoming corner. His muscles but Hter lacks’ side stood and_ SI on the ground for 4 
begging for rest, but that would have to wait re’ nd the bacl e net round five minutes before being i 
Then it happened. The ball came in fast, curved toward the players vellec { ielped off the field to the trainer’s 
} 
bounced off one head and then another, finally landing near the far pos The camaraderie of this Jack ible where her left knee was iced a } 
Mariani could do nothing as he saw the ball kicked into the bac! the n IS mething that helps ind wrapped. It not known how 
et | et th same rether. On ong she will be out 
The chill in the air was forgotten. In it ice Was the para Sunday, the encouragement seemed hough the team entered the 
ng of disbelief. It happened so fast. Fans watched as CSU Dominingue to inspire the im, unt ingle econd half down by a goal, Jacks 
Hill senior Scott Mariano tapped in the last-minute goal that gave th ip a s forward Kim 
isiting Toros the 2-1 win. The energy that onc € Redwoo¢ n the ¢ St Ld Yi 
Bow! dissipated, leaving nothing bul ence ime-\ n ( yn 
“It’s OK boy .” was the only thing assistant coach Brendan Bourdage The Jack itt { i 
could say. Players and coaches alike wore the same painful express on es before losu th four it 
their face as they walked into the locker rooms, still reeling fro1 lal ninute 
ad just happenes 1\ 
‘It wa Oo nw ( id &¢ { I yn | W ist Wo CCE 
That nae € t \ 
( ( 
\ngele di \¢ ICE OOS | Me ( 
National Champ ey 
Both Tear ) ( i c 
corele ) LV t letermined 
Toro’s rward Anc Marit tt } , 
hea cme oe 
wick ‘Gs ail 
r ! = ine € K ( e } I { 1 € 1 
and play flat, but senior leadership | 1e Inter S Ol B he gam cer its played the 
Ramierz and Ben Vasser involvec elves in ever o close. The irst hal he second half, though 
play. Vassler was the leading force in every offensive | t, layet hiftec wasn’t as strong as she wouid ha 
attack, as he pushed the ball down the sidelines = from the finesse _ liked it 
Rameriez and Mariani helped anchor the midfield | game they played Perhaps this team gets tired be Forward Kim Carroll volleys the 
with quick passes and timely de- | in the first 45 minutes fore the clock runs out. The Jacks ball under Pammmme in Sunday's 
fense to playing with more ag- have gone up against two ol the a pir oa penne Srna ae we le “ot Hills.| Satoshi Kondo 
Then, in the 76th , gression instead best teams in the conference in the 
Freshmen midfielder and last two weeks and held even until 
forward Carly Kolpin said, “I halfway through the second half 
think we just played as hard as we Coach Christian Johnsonsaidthe 
ae minute, could, and it was a good battle be game was a great battle, but some 
the Jacks tween two really good teams one had to lose. “Unfortunately, we 
scored the [he biggest concern came were on the losing end 
equalizer. A with 36 minutes left in the first Evan Pugh may be contacted 
foul gave the half when Arielle Kerns, the team at thejack@humboldt.edu 
Jacks a free 
Rick (ane siege ee nro aan lee ee pn i Re mapa ten pon Ose te rae rte : 
20-yard line. Toros’ defense, including a near goal by Demomynes The problem hasn’t stemmed from a lack of scot 
Ramieriez Overtime looked inevitable until the heartbreaking ing opportunities. The Jacks have only been out shot 
flicked the goal in the 89th minute three times this season 
ball over the The third consecutive loss to the Toros drops the With only six games remaining, the Jacks look : 
defense and for- Jacks to 2-9-2 overall and 1-7-1 in conference to bounce back in San Fransisco when they take on : 
ward Roland Even with the sour ending to Sundays game, the San Francisco State, who the Jacks lost to 3-0 back i 
Demombynes lacks ended the weekend I|-!. The team’s dominating — in September. The team wraps up the road trip with a ; 
headed the bail 3-0'win over No. | ranked CSU Los Angeles on Friday Sunday afternoon game against CSU Monterey Bay on , 
past the diving is a testament to their potential. Oct. 18, who the Jacks tied I-1. 2 
ba 
4    Midfielder Scott Mariani strikes the ball in a “We — didn’t confidence,” said Johnson. 
match against CSU Dominguez Hills on Sunday give up,” said rhe problem this year for the J 
in Redwood Bowl.| Preston Drake-Hillyard Junior Josh Suggs. starts. The team has allowed their 
we" With renewed  confi- the first goal in 11 of its 14 games, and it has lost & 
dence and energy from the fans, of those 
the Jacks contined to pressure the scoring the first goal. 
games. In contrast, The Jacks are 
Johnson, “but looking back there are really only 15 
acks has been slow =minutes where we actually made any mistakes over 
opponents to score — those four matches.” 
  
+ 
-1-1 when Chris Bennett may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 4 
  
    
   





















































Wide receiver C} Porter attempts § 
to catch a ball tipped by a Central 
Washington player in Saturday's 
















iough the Jacks played well, mental errors 
novers by special teams doomed the team’s 
yromising start. The Humboldt State Lumberjacks 
lost in heartbreaking fashion 34-27 to the Central 
Washington University Wildcats Saturday night 
[his one hurts the most,” says quarterback 
iris Bolt. “The whole team feels like we def 
nitely should have won that gam We plave 
illy well but pust broke down o1 } I ple play 
and that was the game change! 
The Jacks led through a majority of the Me 
but had a punt blocked and returned fot 
down, fumbled a punt return, missed d 
and had a PAT blocked 
“We just had breakdowns in the kicking game 
tonight that cost us,” says Coach Rob Smith. “You 
do not beat good football teams making mistake 
like that and we played one of the best in Division 
Il. It’s unfortunate because our kids gave a great 
effort.”’ 
The Wildcats, bolstering a 6-0 record, came 
into the game ranked No. 4 nationally in Division 
Il football by the American Football Coaches 
Association. Unfazed by its opponent’s impressive 
pedigree, the Jacks showed from the beginning the 
their team should not be underestimated. 
On the team’s first play from scrimmage, the 
Jacks 
and run off of Mike Proulx’s pass 
scored on Cory Stollmeyer’s 52-yard catch 
Proulx passed 
for 117 vards and two touchdowns, but Smith took 
him out and replaced him with backup juarterback 
Bolt three minutes into the second quartet! 
“Bolt was going to play the second quartet 
and from there we based who would play on who 
had the hot hand,” says Smith. “Proulx played fine 
in the first quarter, but I thought Bolt gave us a 
spark.” 
Bolt gives the Jacks and a little extra advan- 
tage when he is in the game. He ts built more 
at 6’ 5” and weighing like a tight end, standing 
130 pounds. “The fact that he is so big helps him 
of being able to in terms throw the ball with guys 
hanging on him, or breaking those tackles,” says 
Smith 
in the game Having Bolt Kept the Wilde its off t 
yalance and continuously trying to adjust to the 
quarterback’s style. With five minutes to go 
before halftime, Bolt dazzled the crowd by es- 
iwing a sack to recover and find tight end Matt 
Devlin in the end zone for a 38-yard touch down 
pass to put the Jacks ahead 20-13. Bolt also found 
receiver Matt Smith for a 14-yard touchdown pass 
in the fourth quarter, but previous mistakes proved 
to be too much to overcome 
[he loss drops the Jacks’ team record to an 
even 3-3. All three of the team’s defeats this year 
have been excruciatingly close games. The Jacks 
lost 17-16 to Western Oregon and 24-20 to Dixie 
College 
“I definitely do feel like we’re better than our 
record,” says quarterback Proulx. “Coming down 
to the end of the games we've definitely not played 
our best. That’s what’s cost us in our three losses 
on the season.” 
This Saturday the Jacks host Southern Oregon 
in the Redwood Bowl for this year’s homecoming 
same. “Good football teams pick themselves up, 
set back up on their feet and get ready for the next 
says Smith. “We are a good football opponent,” 
team and we'll do just that.” 
Peter Brewer may be contacted at 
thejack@humboldt.edu 
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Gince 1898s 
Humboldt County’s 
Only, Full Service, 
Handcrafted, 
Ice Cream Parlors 
Come and stay awhile with 
] Locally Owned and Operated by Proud 
HSU Grads from Classes 1997 & 2000. 
Arcata Plaza 
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7 Compassions & 
in Action 
Do the work you love... 
love the work you do. 
Become a Certified 
Massage Therapist. 
Discover a school 
dedicated to educational 
excellence. 
  
Now even more affordable. 
www.arcatamassage.com 
school of massage 















21 AND OVER ¢ NO COVER 
Prizes for all participating contestants! 
Every Thursday & Sunday * 8pm 
KARAOKE 
CML AUR ccm 
PCR a 
Party in the Palace. Prizes, costume contest, 




Visit the Pit for more details. 
Friday, Oct. 16 ° 9pm 
SUA 
Le eRe) 
AF Lat aE SOL a 8) 
aU 
Rock & Dance Covers 
ST 
ER LT ep) 
EURO Or RRO mui TY 
play the Blue Lake Game Board to 
win your share of $250 in Blue Bucks. 
sy 
& Food Specials 
Yai ah) 
ATT EE) 
PTT am ts 
FREE Raiders & 49ers pint 
ERS Oe UB GRE 
OT RU 
Octoberdest 
Cemmey sijow   
     
Featuring 
Tim O'Rourke dackh Mayberry 
ec 
Rickets on sale af the 
Player's Club and Lhe Works 
Doors open at 7pm; 
Show starts at 8pm 
     
     
  
     
  
    
      
  
1.877.BLC.2WIN © WWW.BLUELAKECASINO.COM 
GLASS HOUSE 
GIASS|BLOWINGSUBELIES 
Everything you need to blow glass: 
Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns 





Hs -BROKEN | 
GLASS-ON-GLASS 
(Dew’t Give Up On 
Your Favorite Piece) 
  











) 1264 Giuntoli Lane 
















Wi roken Glass 
Located in North 
Arcata, next to the §| 
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    - Members of the Marching Lumberjacks 
B assemble on Redwood Bowl for a half-time 
B performance during Saturday night’s football 
game.| Preston Drake-Hillyard 
CF AMER 
   
Peter Brewer 
 
The HSU Lumberjacks football team will play its 
homecoming game against Southern Oregon University 
this Saturday. The game is one of the the biggest games 
of the vear, with the team playing in front of family 
members, a vell aS alumni football players and fal 
After a devastating loss to Central Wash { | 
week at home, the Jacks are hoping to reb thi 
week and beat Southern Oregon 
“We want to get a win next week.” says quartel! 
back Chris Bolt. “We feel like we can be better than a 
3-3 team right now. We need to bounce back and 
the win next week 
The homecoming game is not only the Jacks big- 
gest game of the season, but the event itself is one of 
the biggest in all of Humboldt County. Tom Trepiak, 
associate director of the Athletic Department said there 
, or Humboldt County 
3.000 
are not many other events at HSI 
for that matter, that consistently bring in ove! 
people. “So anything that has that kind of following 
has to be the centerpiece of the weekend,” he said 
The homecoming football game might be the big 
event of the weekend, but it is only one of the many 
events that will be held Friday through Sunday. This 
weekend alumni, parents, and students all come togeth- 
er on campus to share the one thing that they all have 
in common, Humboldt State University. The events of 
this weekend have been dubbed “Homecoming and 
Family Weekend.” 
“The history of homecoming and family weekend 
is that they used to be held separate,” says Gail Wootan 
of Student Affairs Services. “Then years ago they were 
moved to the same weekend but still remained separate 
events. So this weekend we’re taking steps to combine 
the two events as much as possible.” 
This event is a great collaboration between the HSt 
Alumni Relations, Student Affairs Services, Athletics 
and many other university departments. The campus 
will host parents of current students as well as students 
of yesteryear to provide them with an introspective 
look of what present campus life is like at HSU. 
“It is a really alive time on campus that the stu- 
* says Kim Sekas of vet to see, lents don’t normally 
\lumni Relations. “There is just so much energy com 
ing from family, alumni and students who get involved 
To go, fe 1 4 
‘ ' 
el it.and to see it 1s a very exciting time and 
ometning tl tudent will remember when they re 
Od 
Notable Events: 
° Friday at 5 p.m. - The Athletics Hall 
of Fame Dinner in the Kate Buchanan 
room commemorates the induction of 
six HSU alumnus student-athletes into 
the university’s hall of fame for athletic 
achievement. Inductees representing 
women’s athletics include softball play- 
ers B.J. Helfrich-Heilmann and Christen 
Hardee, and long jump and triple jump 
record holder, Keeta Zimmerman-Duke. 
Men’s representatives include football 
players Carl Posey and Rex Chapman, 
and track and field standout Dutcher 
Yerton. The six honorees’ induction cere- 
mony will be held during halftime of the 
homecoming football game. 
* A barbecue will be held at the 
quad before the football game on 
Saturday featuring a performance from 
the Marching Lumberjacks. The band 
will than lead the crowd down to the 
Redwood Bowl in a pied-piper like fash- 
ion. 
* On Friday and Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. - A screening of the National 
Geographic’s “Explorer: Climbing 
Redwood Giants,” will be held in the 
Goodwin Forum. The film documents 
HSU Professor Steve Sillett’s innovative 
work in forestry. 
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Itchie Fingaz through eerie 
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Coming soon: 
10/16 Pretty Lights B\__707.s11.3309  
ACROSS FROM STANTON’'S RESTAURANT 
| CASH 
  
10/17 Doug Macleod 

































| All other types too! 
S
rlandi Valuta Services 
    
Open Monday-Friday 
10-6 ¢ Saturday 10-3 
1102 5th Street 





ARCATA’S FINEST OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS 
FOR VISITING STUDENT FAMILIES OR GUESTS DOING CAMPUS BUSINESS 
OO 
   
   
   
     
   
10% fr pak, by Mee IN-town studios 
discount for F is*, = : a ap eg 4% on. |-bedrooms 
An colt a HSU families = a ae ke 3 7 <<. 2-bedrooms 
Adds ine 2 : a le es 
Network ; af if ‘iy ; me i us ‘ Walk to 
owned by Le : Wks se oor a a -, campus and 
HSU Alumni = 3 , ek ,. =e a" the Plaza 
4     1065 K Street piercing too? 
Arcata, CA 07-825-TAT2 
AncientArtsArcata.com 
See hts Mr cod nc Yi dO 
   
   
Your Humboldt tide yy mF report brought to you by st. 1988 
REENHOUSE BOARD HO 
Your LOCAL HUMBOLDT COUNTY SKATE AND SURF SPECIALTY STORE LOCATED IN 
 
    aa) ) ZL NW B65 STH ST. DOWNTOWN ARCATA. CALL 707-825-SURF. WWW.GREENHOUSESURF.COM 
HUMBOLDT —< TIDE REPORT | 
Wed 10. 14|Thurs | 10_15| Fri 10 16| Sat 3 ws 10.19] Tues | 10:20 
L 16:27 0.8 L 4:30 0.8" L17:15 0.1 L 18:01 -0.5 H 0:25 6.2’ 






         
     
  
  
           
   
  
H 2:05 5.9’ H 13:12 7.5’ 
L 7:1 2.7’ L 20:09 -0.8' 
L 5:12 1.2’ 
H 11:29 7.6’ 
H 12:03 7.7’ 
L 18:44 -0.8' 
H 1:16 6.0’ 
L 6:31 2.2' 
H 12:38 7.7' 
L 19:27 0.9   
    
H 9:40 6.3 H 21:326.2' | H 10:18 6.8" 
L 2:56 0.2’ | L 15:32 1.7’ L 3:45 0.5’ 
    
   









| WEDNESDAY ) 




-Engine Repairs & Rebuilds (a5) 
-Electrical Systems 
-Transmissions, Brakes & Clutches 
-Heating & Air Conditioning 
-Maintenance & Safety Checks 
-Front End Alignments 
-Computerized State-of-the-Art 
Equipment 
We will work with 
parents over the phone! 
Call Our Friendly & Experienced Team 
826-0687 
980 5th Street, Arcata 
NEED ALITTLE 5 
MAINTENANCE? 





Oct. 15 - Nov. 15 
  
And couldn't Storm’s eo The old man He went to And bumped ; 
» is snoring... bed ... his head... get up in the ever 
' morning... Sun today! y appointment Q 
N 707.832.2866 (Y) a 

















    
  
LASSIFIEDS 
Better Safe Than Sick! 




Shoulda gotten that 
fiu shot! 
  
@ Cover your mouth and nose ra 
When you cough or sneeze ~ use a tissue or your) = 7 =, ") 
upper sleeve, NOT your hands! a al 
(> Wash your hands xX 
\ ~z, }) for 20 seconds using soap and warm water or => gaa 
iy use an alcohol based hand cleaner Oh 
$3 Share the love, not your germs 
Wash anything you touch or use before sharing 
it with others 
© Get vaccinated! 
Watch for flu vaccine clinics! 
Student Health Center 826-3146 
www.studentaffairs.humboldt.edu/health 








BUYS BOOKS, including | 
TEXTBOOKS for cash 
or trade credit. Huge 
selection, open daily. 





Have stuff you want 
to sell? Do you run 
a small business and 
would like to reach 
the HSU campus and 
community? Runa 
classified advertisement 
in the Lumberjack 
Newspaper. 
The cost is $7 for the 
first 30 words or less 
and 20 cents for each 
additional word. For 
students, the cost is $5 
for the first 30 words 
or less and 10 cents 
for each additional 
word. Please have your 
classified ad in no later 
than 4 p.m. on Friday 
before the issue date 
you want to run in. 
Contact the 
Lumberjack at 
826-3259 or email 
LJNPads@humboldt. 
edu or stop by Gist 
Hall 227 to place your 







  a i is cn tne a wy cme mG 
oh ! moo-60r: ‘ 2 mers nose et 0 ia ri ren i wee sreve anon GRaey engine © STILLWaTeR if ASHLAND, OR 
PRIVATE OUTOOOR HOT TUBS 
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS 
AND ‘TUBS 
a Sun-Thurs: noon - |1lpm 
Cols Fri-Sat: noon - lam 
COFFEEHOUSE 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS Soe Scere ery 
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA ste ay oe ie 
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS Sees POR RON EAN lle nN 
+ WWW ADVENTURESEDGE-CO.M 
